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Lyric by
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Music by
WALTER DONALDSON

Seems that fate was mighty kind to
I roamed here and there and every-
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me
where
I've waited

To find that
certain
someone
who would really

ly
care
And dearest
now that I've
found

you'll look
find that one
it seems
Thru all these
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Someday Like You - 4
CHORUS

(Ch-7)       (G7)       (A7)

Some-bod-y like you - Some-bod-y like you

- Could bring me the sun-shine - and hap-pi-ness too

(Ch-7)       (A7)

Some-bod-y who'd care - Some-bod-y who'd share

(Ch-7)       (G7)       (A7)

A lit-tle love nest an-y-where - You know how

Somebody Like You - 4
much a little rose means to a bee —— Well honey you mean even

more than that to me —— Whoever you are —— Whatever you

do —— Who wouldn't be satisfied with Somebody Like

You —— Somebody like you

D.S.

Somebody Like You - 4
ME AND THE BOY FRIEND

SONG

Lyrics by
SIDNEY CLARE

Music by
JIMMIE MONACO

Tune: "The Monogram" by J. Francillon

Me and the boy friend, the boy friend and me
Me and the boy friend, the boy friend and me
Me and the boy friend, the boy friend and me

We sit togeth' o' like sap to a tree
We love each other like Rosalind's love for Tony
We're like two love-birds that coo in a tree
We pair togeth' er and keep company

He's like a diamond
When we have money
When we are bust-ed say
Then we don't miss noth-ing if
I'm on a diet when
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